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 RUBY ORNSTEIN LUDWIG

 Wayang Wong,
 the Javanese Classical Theater

 Wayang wong is the classical theater of Central Java. It is a court creation - an
 elaborate, sumptuous, and highly stylized form of "total theater", comprising a
 narrator, actor-dancers, and a gamelan, or orchestra. It is, however, preeminently
 a dance drama, and to its audiences a successful performance means splendid
 dancing.

 The plots are drawn from the Ramayana and the Mahabharata, and represent
 only fragments of these elaborate epics. Whereas the stories differ considerably
 amongst themselves, most of the scenes in a particular play are drawn from a
 collection of standard scenes, such as the royal council, the hero with his comic
 attendants, and various battles.

 The opening scene, invariably a royal council scene, serves to specify the
 setting, identify the protagonists (who usually do not appear till later), and
 describe the conflict. The characters enter and proceed, each in his own stylized
 gait and accompanied by appropriate music, to their prescribed places on stage.
 They form a tableau, which is maintained while the narrator chants his intro-
 duction. This is followed by some dialogue among the characters, after which they
 ceremoniously depart.

 The visual impact of this scene is stunning. The dancers' bodies are wrapped
 in sumptuous cloths of contrasting texture, design, and color. About their waists
 are long exquisitely patterned silken scarves. Ears, arms, wrists, and throats are
 decorated with glistening golden ornaments. On their heads are golden crowns
 and at their waists are daggers with hilts and sheaths of beaten gold encrusted
 with jewels. Even their skin has a golden aura, for it is covered with a pale yellow
 paste.

 Battle scenes are, of course, more dynamic than the royal court scene
 described above, and occur more frequently as the story approaches a climax.
 The battles are typically single combat between alus (refined) and gagah (force-
 ful) characters, and thus clearly illustrate the two basic male character types.
 A typical battle might be between Arjuna and a demon. Arjuna, the great hero
 of the Mahabharata, is not only alus but humble as well and thus embodies the
 traits most prized by the Javanese. His attributes are manifested by the way he
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 moves. Each movement and gesture is governed by his particular dance mode.
 His legs are spread slightly apart and bent at the knees. He scarcely lifts his feet
 from the ground and never raises his arms to the horizontal. His head is always
 slightly inclined so that his glance is downward. His movements are slow and
 deliberate, suave, and completely unstressed.

 The demon adopts a wider stance. He lifts his arms and legs higher than does
 his opponent, swings his arms, and rotates his head vigorously. His movements
 are aggressive and seemingly uncontrolled. His attacks on Arjuna are sudden
 and violent, but are turned aside with the merest gesture. Arjuna's economy of
 movement symbolizes the superior self-mastery that enables him ultimately to
 prevail.

 An alus character can be humble (like Arjuna) or proud. Gagah character types
 are more numerous for they include not only haughty princes but giants, demons,
 animals, and so on. Physical type determines the kind of role a dancer can play.
 A boy of average stature and unusual beauty, with fine features and almond-
 shaped eyes, will be trained for alus roles. Indeed, in former days women some-
 times took these parts. Gagah roles require a larger stature and a more robust
 physique, rounder face and eyes. Of course makeup is used to accentuate the
 dancer's physiognomical traits. The principal female characters are alus, but
 even more refined than their male counterparts.

 For each character type there is a dance mode that governs every gesture and
 movement. Even the speaking voice must be consistent with the dance mode,
 alus characters speaking softly and without inflection, gagah characters being
 loud, boisterous and almost histrionic. The dance mode specifies, in addition to
 the broader strokes, such details as hand and finger movements. This is especially
 important with gagah roles, some of which represent specific characters whose
 individuality is revealed only by such detail.

 Thus every movement must be considered as dance. But there are set dances
 also, a famous example of which is the klprah, a male solo dance that expresses
 obsessive love and longing. Lasting an hour or more, the kiprah is a tour de force
 that can be done either in alus or gagah style. In each case the dancer must
 express not only the character's temperament but the entire gamut of his emotions
 by means of the stylized gestures and movements of his particular dance mode.
 So abstract and conventionalized is the dance vocabulary that the observer must
 be thoroughly conversant with it in order to comprehend the expressive meanings
 of this complex language.

 Each male dancer wears kneelength pants partially covered by a batik cloth
 whose ends extend in beautifully draped folds almost to the ground. He wears a
 sash and a dance scarf the ends of which hang nearly to the floor from each side
 of his waist. His dagger or kris is stuck in his belt. He Is barechested and bare-
 footed. He wears a headdress, wristbands, and various other ornaments. A female
 dancer wears a tightly fitting strapless bodice and is wrapped from waist to ankle
 with a batik cloth whose ends form a long train. A long strip of cloth binds her
 from hip to slightly above the waist. The dance scarf is tucked into a belt, its ends
 hanging down from the center of her waist. She wears a headdress and orna-
 ments similar to those worn by her male counterpart. The principal variations in
 the costumes, which lie in the pattern and color of the fabrics and in the shape

 Two alus or "refined" characters
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 of the headdresses, are determined by the character type. For example, a refined
 and humble female character has a blue or black bodice whereas a refined and

 proud one has a red bodice.
 The panakawan or clowns are neither alus or gagah but fall into a separate

 category. They engage in various pranks, japes, and slapstick. Their jokes may be
 contemporary, even topical, and they are bound to be Irreverent and mocking.
 The principal clown is Semar, who is fat and short, steatopygous, somewhat
 hermaphroditic-looking, and mournful. Two of his sons usually appear with him:
 Petruk, who is tall, has a long nose, and loves to play tricks; and Gareng, who is
 small, walks with a limp, and is rather timid. The panakawan first appear with the
 hero whom they serve, at a time when he is in trouble and has become despondent.
 Interspersed with the banter and antics is a serious discussion of the hero's
 problem. In other words the panakawan are not entirely frivolous, and Semar in
 particular is a mysterious figure, wise and powerful. He alone may intercede with
 the gods and may himself be a deposed deity.
 Each of the panakawan has his own idiosyncratic manner of locomotion for
 entrances and exits. Semar, for example, who enters first, waddles sedately;
 he tilts forward resting one hand on his not inconsiderable rump while pointing
 toward the floor with the other. Once they are onstage Semar and his sons
 abandon their highly stylized demeanor and become relaxed as no other charac-
 ters ever do. They alone do not conform to court etiquette. Clearly these panaka- ,
 wan occupy an anomalous, if undefined, place in the hierarchy of characters.

 Wayang wong, which originated in the late 18th century, is modeled on the
 ancient puppet theater called wayang kulit. In wayang kulit the flat, cut out,
 painted leather puppets, which are silhouetted against a lighted screen, are
 manipulated by the dalang, who also narrates, speaks for the characters, sings,
 provides sound effects, and gives musical signals to the accompanying gamelan.
 On the wayang wong stage human actors replace puppets. Just as the puppets
 are carved in profile, so the actors, whose faces remain immobile and expres-
 sionless, present themselves in profile. The court dress originally worn in wayang
 wong plays was replaced in the 19th century by costumes imitating those painted
 on and carved into the leather puppets. The shallowness of the stage simulates
 the flatness of the screen. The stories are the same. The actors' speaking styles
 imitate those used by the dalang, and each dance mode is suggestive of the corre-
 sponding puppet movements. Wayang wong is, in fact, a personification of wayang
 kulit.

 When heroes and villains meet on the wayang screen, an invisible line separates
 them, heroes appearing to the dalang's right and villains to his left. This conven-
 tion, too, is adapted to the wayang wong stage. One should not suppose, however,
 that the moral implications of the conflicts between right and left characters are
 so simple and straightforward as the terms "hero" and "villain" suggest; but to
 explore this question would take us far beyond the scope of this article.

 Wayang wong is pre-eminently a court art. According to tradition ,at least, it
 was invented by two princes - Pangeran Adipati Arya Mangkunagara I of Sura-
 karta and Sultan Hamengku Buwana I of Jogyakarta. In any case it was performed
 at all four of the principal courts of Central Java (two of which are situated in
 Surakarta and two in Jogyakarta), and their long-standing artistic rivalry embraced

 Hanuman, the king of the monkeys
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 Hanuman with two panakawan or clowns

 wayang wong. This magnificent art form was particularly suited to the lavish
 entertainments that the princes were accustomed to give on ceremonial occa-
 sions. The sons and daughters of the princes and lesser nobility were trained to
 take the major roles - by no means an exceptional custom, but entirely consistent
 with the tradition that training in the various arts was an essential part of the
 education of a noble person.

 Wayang wong remained the sole prerogative of the courts until 1918. In that
 year a school was established in Jogyakarta, sponsored by the Sultan, with his
 brother as chief dancing master, where for the first time wayang wong and other
 court dances were taught outside the confines of the palace walls. In the 1930s
 a second school was opened in the city of Surakarta under the patronage of
 another Central Javanese court. These schools represent a turning point in the
 history of wayang wong, for commoners as well as aristocrats were trained there.
 A class of professional dancers grew up and a popular form of wayang wong

 A gagah or "forceful" character
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 evolved, which was performed by professional and amateur companies at theaters,
 street fairs, and the like. One of the most famous of the professional companies
 is the Sri Wedari troupe in Surakarta, which operates under the auspices of the
 municipality, its actors being civil servants. Today wayang wong, although it is no
 longer performed in the courts, is a thriving popular art.

 As might be expected wayang wong has undergone some changes during its
 transition from an aristocratic to a popular art form. Originally the stage was a
 wide, shallow area of the marble- or tile-floored royal pavilion. The spectators
 surrounded the stage, and each figure was danced four times, once in each
 direction. Today, because a proscenium stage is used, each figure is danced
 only once. Furthermore it is now customary to use props and painted backdrops.
 Performances, rather than lasting all day, are three or four hours in length. The
 productions are very impressive but somewhat less opulent than formerly, owing
 to the change from princely patronage to box office or municipal support.

 It is not surprising that Bali, which is separated from Java only by a mile-wide
 strait, should also have a classical dance drama called wayang wong. It differs
 from its Javanese counterpart in several significant ways, and, in fact, any connec-
 tions between them regarding their origins have yet to be established.

 Alus and gagah character types are known in Bali as manis (sweet) and kasar
 (strong). In wayang wong the principal characters only are so classified. The
 remaining ones - servants and a variety of animals - have individual styles that
 do not fall into either category. As in Java each character dances according to
 the rules governing his dance mode. All but the noble characters wear masks.
 In Bali's wayang wong there is no comic relief. The royal servants are subdued
 and serious. Their principal function is to act as counsellors, and they do not joke.

 Wayang wong is used only as a vehicle for stories drawn from the Ramayana
 (the same style of drama, however, is used for the Mahabharata and is called
 parwa). So well are these tales known that the episodes making up a series of
 performances are often given without regard to their proper sequence.

 The Balinese plays emphasize the singing of classical poetry rather than
 dancing. Far from being widespread, wayang wong will most likely be found in
 conservative hamlets where people still appreciate this literature. The plays are
 given infrequently, usually on an occasion that requires a performance as charged
 with magic as is wayang wong. A temple feast in an old-fashioned village may be
 enhanced by a weeklong series of performances. Kuningan, an ancestral holiday
 that occurs every 210 days, is a particularly appropriate time.

 Balinese wayang wong has no courtly origins. It is a village-oriented production
 whose long, rather narrow stage is temporarily staked off by bamboo poles. Per-
 formers receive only token payments, but in terms of quality the performances
 are professional. g
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